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Susana Measelle Hubbs <susana.hubbs@capeelizabeth.org>

[CE SBAC] Yet another form letter
1 message

Nicole B. <nicole.boucher3@gmail.com> Thu, May 9, 2024 at 1:39 PM
To: cesbac@capeelizabethschools.org

Oh wait, no, this one was written by me (without using any generative AI either, imagine that!) 

[insert quotes where SBAC members decry about how they're "listening to the public" and there is an "organized
effort" to discredit B, while they conveniently forget they were not only part of the effort to discredit the last referendum
with misinformation but also colluding with the key players of that campaign even to this day]

(^ FYI, I didn't leave that accidentally, I just didn't feel the need to waste any more of my time pointing out the
hypocrisy. I'm well aware this email will be forwarded to someone 13 seconds after it is received. Who's afraid of little
old me?)

On February 15, 2024, you released the results of your "not a survey" feedback mechanism. I'll remind you that you
can find that spreadsheet of 253 responses here.

Since you're such a fan of data, I thought I'd share a graph of the anonymous responses.

Since you continued to need more data from the public, you sent out another, anonymous survey that provided such

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jUKxTtSMLNgV0bK5q8pKNZ3UqMyMjwBeVcENPgyEMgA/edit#gid=0
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insightful data as:

13% of respondents believe C is an excellent conceptual design (39% said poor)
16% of respondents believe B is an excellent conceptual design (38% said poor)
43% of respondents believe E is an excellent conceptual design (31% said poor)

Look at that, Option E is perceived to be the "best" design of the three and also has the least "worst" responses.

You wanted your straw poll, and there it is. 

I continually hear cries from SBAC members that "we're representing the public". Yet after personally attending hours
of meetings, reading every piece of communication received, and digging into the anonymous surveys where people
are free to express whatever they'd like... and I'm failing to gather any empirical evidence that Option B supporters are
"the majority".

Did you know the 1993 renovation only passed by 184 votes? 

You've received more emails than that in the last 5 days (you're welcome, btw)... a significant number of which
pledged to not only vote NO on B if it hits the polls, but to actively campaign against it. 

Please, enlighten me. How do you propose to make the 16% of B's supporters into large enough cheerleaders to
convince the "poor" and "neutral" raters to vote for it? You won't. Of course, that's what the actual minority in this town
wants–to continue the tradition of kicking the can down the road to avoid paying any dues toward the social contract. 

We are angry and we are tired of being victims of the Baby Boom era. This article is from 1993... THIRTY-ONE years
ago, when I was in SECOND GRADE. It is still true today. Let me point you to the quote: "How, they ask, could such
an affluent district allow its school buildings to deteriorate? And, if voters accept a hefty tax increase, can
they be sure it won't happen again?"
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Three decades later, here we are. 

Surprise, it happened again.

But IT WON'T happen one more time. 

We're here to clean up the messes set by DECADES of bad policy and financial decisions, and we're here to say we
will NOT face this same situation in 20 years.

B will NEVER get 51% of the vote. To think otherwise is to believe in fairy tales.

- Nicole Boucher
14 Grover Road

--
Under Maine's Freedom of Access law, documents - including e-mail - about town/school department business are
classified as public records and may be subject to disclosure.
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capeelizabethschools.org.
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